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KEYNOTE BY MARCUS ENGEL 

In The Blink of An Eye 

Marcus speaks from experience.  After being blinded and severely injured by a drunk driver, Marcus overcame 
unimaginable obstacles to return to college and reclaim his life.  His dramatic story will inspire attendees to 
maximize their potential and achieve their dreams.  In The Blink of An Eye is an unforgettable journey that 
will change your life.  

INSTITUTE COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

IN101 - POSITIVELY AMAZING COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR DEALING WITH POSITIVELY 
ANNOYING PEOPLE 

- Dr. Gina Bueneman-Cooper, Cooper Management Training & Consulting, Inc. 

TOGETHER all professionals in the education field provide responsive services that directly affect the quality 
of life for those in their communities. Personal commitment to doing this with integrity, consistency, and 
efficiency ensures continued improvement of these services and contributes to each individual’s positive self-
image.  Topics covered will include “Projecting a Positive and Professional Self-Image”, “Planning 
Communications”, “Getting that Message Across”, “Dealing with Difficult People”, “Conflict Management”, 
“The Basics of Handling Conflict”, “How to Handle Negative Criticism”, “Three Ways to Deal with the 
Chronic Complainer”, and “How to Constructively Criticize.”  This session will: 

• Determine how much of your interaction style encourages constructive communication behaviors.
• Discuss the impact of tension on your ability to be professional.
• Analyze your listening habits and hear the benefits of actually paying attention.
• Find ways to ensure that others really hear the message you are trying to communicate in

person/phone/email/etc.
• Examine ways to handle whiners, gossipers, and other difficult characteristics to ensure you continue to

provide “positively amazing” service to those inside and outside your organization.

IN102 – CHANGE THE THINGS YOU CAN CHANGE 
- Marcus Engel 

Everyone wants to be treated as an individual. In our fractured world of being separated by geography, gender, 
race, orientation, ability, language, religion and socio-economic status, we want to be known for who we are, 
not what we are. Marcus Engel delves into how our communications effect our individuality and relationships. 
Whether our differences are visible or invisible, focusing on the individuality of each human being is key for 
creating a more effective, compassionate and empathetic existence. Marcus Engel narrates powerful and 
touching stories of individuals overcoming extreme adversity to educate and inspire the world.    



IN201 –MICROSOFT PROGRAMS 
- Chuck Jones, Microsoft Technical Specialist 

Do you want to increase your knowledge and usage of Microsoft Office programs?  Do you want to learn how 
to step up your PowerPoint presentations?  Would you like to access your notes and documents away from the 
office or collaborate with other users on the same document?  You will learn this and more during this one day 
class.  Bring your own computer and play along with us in this hands-on session.

IN202 –GOOGLE APPS FOR EDUCATION 
- MOREnet 

Google Apps for Education is a free office solution for schools. This suite of tools includes Mail, Calendar, 
Docs, Sheets, Forms, Slides, Sites and many other tools. In this full day session we will look at how schools 
have implemented Google Apps for Education and how schools are leveraging these tools to increase 
productivity and collaboration.  Join us as we explore how these tools can be used in educational and office 
settings. This session will be most beneficial for schools who have adopted or are considering adopting Google 
Apps for Education. Bring your own computer or Chromebook and play along with us in this hands-on session. 

IN301 - SPEAKER’S BUREAU 

Sharpen your presentation skills in 2 days of specialized training and a Practice Session.  Your mini-presentation 
will be evaluated by judges and your inclusion in the Speakers Bureau will be considered.  Members seeking 
inclusion in the Bureau will be given the opportunity to train, practice, and be evaluated during the 2016 NAEOP 
Institute.  Participants must attend both days of training. 

Topics to be included:  Day 1 - Basic Standard Speech Training; You and Your Public Image; Pitfalls of Public 
Speaking; Keeping Your Audience’s Attention; Framework for a Dynamic Presentation, and Developing Your 
Speaking Style.  Day 2 - Everybody Needs a Coach and You Are the Expert (AM); Presentation of a small excerpt 
from their repertoire utilizing “tips and tricks” they have learned.  Presentations will be evaluated for 
consideration of inclusion in the Speaker’s Bureau. 



BRIEFING DESCRIPTIONS 

101 – ACTIVE SHOOTER IN YOUR BUILDING 
- Retired Captain Gary Moore, Missouri Highway Patrol 

What you do in a split second can possibly determine how many survive if there is an active shooter in your 
building.  Do you know the steps to take to help staff, students and teachers stay calm and increase your chance 
of survival?  School administrators, teachers and students are being taught what to do if an armed intruder 
enters your school – have you been included in this training?  This course will teach you what is being taught 
and what you can do to increase your safety.  Gain valuable information on how to avoid being put into an 
unfavorable situation not only at work but in your personal time when you are at a mall or restaurant and a 
situation occurs.    

102 – TIMESAVING TIPS AND TRICKS FOR MICROSOFT OFFICE 
- Stephanie Madlinger – Education Plus Rep 

Are you interested in making your job easier? Do you want to communicate more effectively? Need to save 
time or get organized? Then this session is for you! Learn how you can save time when using the MS Office 
Suite of Outlook, Excel, Word, and PowerPoint. During this session, we will find easy to use templates, alter 
documents with simplicity, and discover handy shortcuts to save you time. We’ll examine practical examples of 
tips and tricks for documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. Then, we’ll explore features in Outlook that help 
you stay organized and communicate effectively. Bring your favorite tips and tricks to share, and we’ll curate a 
list so everyone can leave with a vast and valuable Tips & Tricks resource to begin using today! Presenter 
Stephanie Madlinger is the Director of Educational Innovation at EducationPlus, the school district cooperative 
of the greater St. Louis metropolitan area. 

103 – OFFICE PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP 
- Drew Schwartz – Education Plus Rep 

What strengths, approaches and skills lead to your success as an office professional? In this session, we will 
explore key tools which can be used to cultivate your continued success in your role at school. As part of the 
workshop, we will discuss using your strengths effectively, effective communication skills and relationship 
building. Participants can expect to walk away with practical strategies and ideas to add to their tool belt and 
implement immediately. Presenter Drew Schwartz is the Director of Learning and Career Development at 
EducationPlus, the school district cooperative of the greater St. Louis metropolitan area. 

104 – FINDING YOUR PASSION 
- Carla Young, CEOE 

Have you ever said "Never Ever", "There's No Way", "I Could Never Do That"....Let me tell you how "Never 
Ever" can turn into "When can I do that again"!!.  Finding that one thing that fuels your life; that thing that 
brings you joy and reminds you that life is great, you are great and more capable than you ever imagined you 
could or would be is just one decision away. 

105 – STRESSED IS DESSERTS SPELLED BACKWARDS….SO STRESS FOR SUCCESS! 
- Debbie Wade, CEOE 

Guaranteed to be a “sweet” deal, we will identify stresses that are mixed into our lives.  No need to “sugarcoat” 
it, we’ll have fun while learning how to manage stress so we can enjoy the “sweet” taste of success and the 
desserts we so richly deserve! 



106 – PUBLIC SPEAKING 
- Gloria Tisdale, CEOE 

Public speaking is the process of communicating information to an audience. It is usually done before a large 
audience, like in school, the workplace and even in our personal lives. The benefits of knowing how to 
communicate to an audience include sharpening critical thinking and verbal/non-verbal communication skills.  
This workshop is developed to help you feel comfortable with speaking in public, whether professional or 
personal, and prepare you to speak confidently in whatever occasion may arise. 

201 – LEGAL JEOPARDY 
- Shellie Guin, Guin Mundorf, LLC 

Are you equipped to challenge your peers to a game of Jeopardy when it comes to common EOP issues, school 
law trends, student civil rights, legal liability issues and more?  In this fast-paced presentation, we will test your 
knowledge of school district legal issues in various areas followed by an open discussion of each.  We have the 
answers, do you know the question? 

202 – CREATING POSITIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS 
- Rod Dollins, M.A., Ed.S. 

Schools are actually service agencies of public and private entities. The patrons should expect and receive 
competent and courteous service when schools are assisting children. It is the charge of each school employee 
to project an image of professionalism and positive regard in each facet of his/her responsibility. This session 
guides each participant through a self-inspection of current "customer service" and offers research-based data 
that can foster a more positive relationship with the public. 

203 – TAMING THAT INEVITABLE EVIL – “MULTITASKING” 
- Cindy Marx, CEOE 

You can handle only so much in any given 24-hour day and unless you have found a way to add more time to 
the clock, you have to do more in less or the same amount of time without running yourself into the ground.  
Think about the old adage – “I can walk and chew gun at the same time” well, now we text while conversing 
with family or friends, we constantly check emails while watching our favorite TV shows, we work on our 
computers while answering the phone… on and on it goes – this is all multitasking.  In our fast pace world, 
multitasking is essential but it doesn’t have to make you feel like you’re in the middle of a cyclone.  REALLY – 
there is a way to effectively multitask that will help you keep your sanity and add time to your day.  

204 – 90 MINUTE STRENGTH TRAINING FOR ADMIN TEAMS 
- Elizabeth McFall, CAP-OM 

A strengths-based team is a well-rounded team. A well-rounded team does not just happen.  A well-rounded 
team consists of individuals who are intentional about maximizing their own strengths and working in 
coordination to maximize the strengths of others as well.  Participants in this briefing will learn to develop and 
to leverage their professional strengths while coming away with tried and true strategies to begin developing 
strengths-based teams in their own work environments.  Admins who have taken the StrengthsFinder 2.0 
assessment should bring their top 5 themes to begin crafting their strengths statement and formalizing an 
implementation plan. (StrengthsFinder 2.0 can be found on Amazon for +/- $12.00 and while beneficial it is not 
required pre-reading for this briefing.) 



205 – RACING WITH THE CLOCK; TIME MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO KEEP YOU UP AND 
RUNNING 

- Debbie Wade, CEOE 

Get Ready!  Get Set!  GO!  Let’s stay on the right track and finish the race!  Learn some terrific tips and surefire 
strategies to improve your time management skills. 

301 – CHOIR PRACTICE 
- Sharon Griffiths, CEOE 

Have you sat in the audience and enjoyed the NAEOP Choir and wished you could be a participant?  Here’s 
your chance!  Join your fellow NAEOP singers as they prepare for performances during the conference. There’s 
no charge for this session ... nor will you receive any type of credit. 

302 - ACTIVE SHOOTER IN YOUR BUILDING 
- Retired Captain Gary Moore, Missouri Highway Patrol 

What you do in a split second can possibly determine how many survive if there is an active shooter in your 
building.  Do you know the steps to take to help staff, students and teachers stay calm and increase your chance 
of survival?  School administrators, teachers and students are being taught what to do if an armed intruder 
enters your school – have you been included in this training?  This course will teach you what is being taught 
and what you can do to increase your safety.  Gain valuable information on how to avoid being put into an 
unfavorable situation not only at work but in your personal time when you are at a mall or restaurant and a 
situation occurs.    

303 - FINDING YOUR PASSION 
- Carla Young, CEOE 

Have you ever said "Never Ever", "There's No Way", "I Could Never Do That"....Let me tell you how "Never 
Ever" can turn into "When can I do that again"!!.  Finding that one thing that fuels your life; that thing that 
brings you joy and reminds you that life is great, you are great and more capable than you ever imagined you 
could or would be is just one decision away. 

304 – ORGANIZE OR AGONIZE? 
- Vicki Phillippe, MAEOP Past President 

Vicki will share some ideas to help you move through your day smoothly, organize your work area, and use 
your time wisely while at work.  Organization doesn’t end at the office!  Vicki will also share ways to plan your 
time at home so you have more free time for you and your family.   

305 – STRENGTH-BASED LEADERSHIP 
- JoAnn Greenwell, Pattonville School District 

Based on the Strengths Finder book, this session will empower office professionals with skills and strategies to 
help improve effectiveness and develop strategic partnerships founded on strength-based concepts. Participants 
will cultivate leadership skills that are transferable to different settings throughout the work place to benefit 
colleagues and clients alike. 



401 – FAMILY FEUD: THE ADMINISTRATION EDITION 
- Shellie Guin, Guin Mundorf, LLC 

Name something you might say when a parent calls you about their child being bullied at school?  Survey 
says…!  Move over Steve Harvey, we are rolling out the EOP Edition of Family Feud.  By dividing the room, 
we will match up two “families” to see who can come up with the most answers to various school district legal 
situations involving office professionals.  Topics will include confidentiality issues, when parents and school 
disagree, custody issues, common student issues, legal trends and the like. 

402  - CREATING POSITIVE PUBLIC RELATIONS 
- Rod Dollins, M.A., Ed.S. 

Schools are actually service agencies of public and private entities. The patrons should expect and receive 
competent and courteous service when schools are assisting children. It is the charge of each school employee 
to project an image of professionalism and positive regard in each facet of his/her responsibility. This session 
guides each participant through a self-inspection of current "customer service" and offers research-based data 
that can foster a more positive relationship with the public. 

403 - TAMING THAT INEVITABLE EVIL – “MULTITASKING” 
- Cindy Marx, CEOE 

You can handle only so much in any given 24-hour day and unless you have found a way to add more time to 
the clock, you have to do more in less or the same amount of time without running yourself into the ground.  
Think about the old adage – “I can walk and chew gun at the same time” well, now we text while conversing 
with family or friends, we constantly check emails while watching our favorite TV shows, we work on our 
computers while answering the phone… on and on it goes – this is all multitasking.  In our fast pace world, 
multitasking is essential but it doesn’t have to make you feel like you’re in the middle of a cyclone.  REALLY – 
there is a way to effectively multitask that will help you keep your sanity and add time to your day.  

404 - STAYING HEALTHY AT YOUR DESK 
- Debbie Johnson 

For most office workers, being glued to their desks while typing away at their computers for an average of 8 
hours a day is already a part of their normal routine. However, sitting at the computer all day may not exactly be 
good for the body, as it can bring about backaches due to poor posture and eye strain, among other effects. On 
the other hand, being in a desk job does not have to be an ordeal for your health. If you're one of those people 
who have to be at a desk all day long, there are some simple steps that you can follow in order to improve your 
posture and keep your health in check.  Join us and learn some simple exercises to help you manage your long 
days. 

405 – HOW I TOOK A RELATIONSHIP FROM HO-HUM TO HI HO, HI HO IT’S OFF TO WORK I 
GO! 

- Elizabeth McFall, CAP–OM 

The executive and executive assistant partnership can be tricky.  Expert assistants understand the unspoken 
needs and characteristics of those with whom they work, but that understanding doesn’t necessarily go both 
ways.  Participants in this briefing will learn to develop intentional skill sets and to create conversation starters 
that will guide them toward growing a synergistic partnership with their executive(s) ultimately providing a 
win-win-win scenario for their departments, schools, and districts. 



406 – ORGANIZE OR AGONIZE? 
- Vicki Phillippe, MAEOP Past President 

Vicki will share some ideas to help you move through your day smoothly, organize your work area, and use 
your time wisely while at work. Organization doesn’t end at the office! Vicki will also share ways to plan your 
time at home so you have more free time for you and your family. 

501 - PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE 
- Dr. Jon Hall 

Dr. Hall is a familiar face to NAOEP members.  He has been assisting this association for many years in the 
proper parliamentary procedures that should be followed in our business meetings.  This session will begin with 
general remarks about parliamentary procedure and then open the floor to questions participants might have 
about their own parliamentary experiences.  This briefing is not just for presidents of associations, but for all 
members to enable them to know the proper parliamentary procedures to follow. 

502 – YOU’RE GOING TO BE PRESIDENT!  SO, WHAT’S NEXT? 
- Patricia Stelmach, CEOE, and Elizabeth Napolitano, CEOE 

Learn what you might need to know to work with your Board, the members and be an active participant.  Talk 
about which resources you might want to use.  This briefing is an opportunity to network with others in your 
positon and learn more about what to expect in your new position.   Bring your questions, concerns, and 
suggestions.  Together we will discuss how to help each other in an open discussion with other presidents. 

503 – WHY BUSINESS ETIQUETTE? 
- Allie Faye Matthews, CEOE 

Do you know what to say or what to avoid saying in the workplace? What about your appearance? Good 
business etiquette is a valuable skill-set that will make you stand out from others and enhance your chance at 
success.  This skill isn’t just for management. Attend this session and explore the important role both verbal and 
non-verbal communications have and their impact on gaining respect and building trust among your colleagues.  
Participants will discuss etiquette’s significance at work, and beyond the office, while discovering that 
individuals who exemplify good etiquette win promotions and get ahead in their career goals. 

504 – LEADERSHIP ESSENTIALS 
- Linda Tribble, CEOE 

What's it take to be a leader?  A title, experience, luck of the draw?  In this briefing we'll find out the recipe for 
being a successful leader.  You will learn what ingredients are needed to be the leader everyone wants to follow 
(and work with) and what ingredients can make you the leader that needs to be put down the garbage disposal. 
Come prepared to leave this briefing ready to take on that leadership role you've always wanted.  

505 – CHAIR AN EFFECTIVE MEETING – PUT AN END TO WASTED TIME 
- Mary Guest – CEOE – NAEOP North Central Area Director 

Do you find it intimadating to chair a meeting? Do you find meetings a waste of time? If you answered “yes” 
to either question, this is the session for you! At the completion of this session, you will have the necessary 
tools to chair a meeting with confidence. Learn to facilitate effective meetings through process and people 
management. You will learn how to structure your meeting to honor the time and energy of your members.  



506 – GET CONNECTED WITH SOCIAL MEDIA 
- Jill Averyhart, CEOE, Mid Atlantic Area Director 

NAEOP’s membership focus is Connect, Join, Thrive and this session will provide members an opportunity to 
do just that via social media. You’ll learn about the five most popular social media platforms (Facebook, 
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest and Google+) and which social media sites are the right ones for you. You'll also 
gain a better understanding of the impact social media can have and the importance of creating and developing 
your online network. This will be an interactive hands-on session so bring your own device.   

507 – MEMBERSHIP ESSENTIALS 
- Lisa Morehouse, CEOE, NAEOP Vice President 

Connect! Join! Thrive! It’s What We Do! It’s common knowledge that many organizations like ours are 
experiencing a decrease in membership. What can we do about this and where do we go from here? In this 
session, we will use the fabulous think tank comprised of NAEOP members like yourself to brainstorm and 
discover ways to strengthen the foundation of our local, state and national associations to increase membership. 
We will share, listen, reach out, tweak, pull and encourage each other. We will dig deep and work hard to 
connect! Throughout this fast paced, interactive session, we will discover the creativity and enthusiasm needed 
to help us grow our membership base one member at a time. We will re-discover the passion and excitement of 
our initial involvement in these associations. Working together we will develop an action plan of change! We 
will Connect! We will Join! We will THRIVE! After all, “IT’S WHAT WE DO!”  

601 – CONFIDENTIALITY OF STUDENT RECORDS – LEGAL GUIDANCE FOR OFFICE 
PROFESSIONALS 

- Missouri EdCounsel, LLC 

In their daily interactions with parents, school staff, and community members, office professionals are faced 
with situations that implicate the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), the federal law which 
governs the confidentiality of student records.  Each time an office professional responds to a request for a 
transcript or other grade record from another educational institution, a request for information about a student 
from a social worker or attorney, or a request from one parent that student records not be disclosed to the other 
parent, they must ensure compliance with FERPA.  During this presentation, school law attorneys will provide 
practical and straightforward guidance concerning FERPA.  Because there are many misconceptions about this 
law, the attorneys will begin the presentation by laying out the basic concepts underlying FERPA, including 
what records and information must be kept confidential, parents' rights to access student records, and when 
student records may be released to others without parental consent.  The attorneys will then address situations 
which office professionals face on an everyday basis in their role as gatekeepers of student records.  The 
attorneys will discuss scenarios involving divorced and separated parents, as well as scenarios involving 
children in foster care and children residing with family members or other caregivers.  The attorneys will also 
explain best practices for responding to subpoenas and requests for student records made in connection with 
abuse/neglect, divorce, and juvenile proceedings. 

602 – GOOGLE DOCS 
- Andy King and Bob Martin, MOREnet 

Google documents is a great tool that allows you to easily create, share, and edit documents online. It’s 
many features can transform your workflow.  Come experience how it is revolutionizing how schools do 
business. 



603 – EFFECTIVE MEDIA RELATIONS 
- Brent Ghan, MSBA Chief of Staff 

Like it or not, the news media remain influential in shaping public opinion about our schools. It’s critical that 
we understand how to work effectively with reporters to ensure information about public education is 
communicated accurately and fairly. During this workshop you’ll learn some techniques that will enable you 
to develop positive relationships with reporters covering your school district. 

604 – STAYING HEALTHY AT YOUR DESK 
- Debbie Johnson 

For most office workers, being glued to their desks while typing away at their computers for an average of 8 
hours a day is already a part of their normal routine. However, sitting at the computer all day may not exactly be 
good for the body, as it can bring about backaches due to poor posture and eye strain, among other effects. On 
the other hand, being in a desk job does not have to be an ordeal for your health. If you're one of those people 
who have to be at a desk all day long, there are some simple steps that you can follow in order to improve your 
posture and keep your health in check.  Join us and learn some simple exercises to help you manage your long 
days. 

605 – THE 3 R’S OF CRISIS….READINESS, RESPONSE, RECOVERY 
- Dr. C. J. Huff, EdD, Washington Speakers Bureau, Retired Superintendent, Joplin School District

In this session, educational office professionals will learn about their critical role in dealing with crisis 
situations and how they can help their organizations prepare for the unthinkable. Participants will leave this 
session with an understanding of the crisis cycle and practical tips and lessons learned that can be applied 
before, during, and after crisis situations. 

606 – THE POWER OF “THE POSITIVE”! 
- Audra Mead, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, Director, Human Resources 

Everyone has the same 24 hours in each day.  You may often wonder why it seems others are able to do more…be more.  
It’s really all a matter of perspective…their perspective on life and how they view themselves, others, the situation.   
Their energies are channeled away from negativity, and they embrace positive actions.  You have that same 24 hours.  
How do YOU choose to use it?  This briefing will open your eyes to ways of changing how you look at the world around 
you, how to increase your skills for improving work morale and your work ethic.  You will leave with the makings of a 
new you – The Positive!  

701 - CONFIDENTIALITY OF STUDENT RECORDS – LEGAL GUIDANCE FOR OFFICE 
PROFESSIONALS 

- Missouri EdCounsel, LLC 

In their daily interactions with parents, school staff, and community members, office professionals are faced 
with situations that implicate the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), the federal law which 
governs the confidentiality of student records.  Each time an office professional responds to a request for a 
transcript or other grade record from another educational institution, a request for information about a student 
from a social worker or attorney, or a request from one parent that student records not be disclosed to the other 
parent, they must ensure compliance with FERPA.  During this presentation, school law attorneys will provide 
practical and straightforward guidance concerning FERPA.  Because there are many misconceptions about this 
law, the attorneys will begin the presentation by laying out the basic concepts underlying FERPA, including 
what records and information must be kept confidential, parents' rights to access student records, and when 
student records may be released to others without parental consent.  The attorneys will then address situations 



which office professionals face on an everyday basis in their role as gatekeepers of student records.  The 
attorneys will discuss scenarios involving divorced and separated parents, as well as scenarios involving 
children in foster care and children residing with family members or other caregivers.  The attorneys will also 
explain best practices for responding to subpoenas and requests for student records made in connection with 
abuse/neglect, divorce, and juvenile proceedings. 

702 - GOOGLE FORMS 
- Andy King and Bob Martin, MOREnet 

If you are tired of printing, organizing, storing, and even chasing paper just to collect the information you 
need to run the school, Google Forms is the tool for you.  If you're a Google Apps In Education school you 
already have the tools available.  Google forms can collect, store, backup, sort, and merge your data 
online...for free. Come and see how easy it is to build forms that many schools are using for walk-through 
evaluations, parent contact collection, maintenance requests, and many other uses. 

703 – THE PROOF IS IN THE READING 
- Kathy Fox, Policy Editor, MSBA 

Kathy Fox, an editor in the Policy Department of the Missouri School Boards’ Association, is better known as 
the “Grammar Guru,” the title of a popular local newspaper column she authored.  Kathy will share information 
developed by MSBA on the content of the minutes as well as common mistakes to look for when proofreading 
and tricks to make proofreading more efficient. 

704 – SMILE! THE EDUCATIONAL OFFICE PROFESSIONAL’S ROLE IN CREATING A 
POSITIVE WORKPLACE  

- Dr. C. J. Huff. EdD, Washington Speakers Bureau, Retired Superintendent Joplin School District 

In this session, educational office professionals will gain insight into their value in establishing and supporting a 
positive work environment. In addition to recent research on the topic of workplace climate, participants will be 
given an opportunity to share practical strategies to improve the quality of the office. 

705 – DON’T SELL YOURSELF SHORT – BE BRAND AWARE 
 - Audra Mead, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, Director, Human Resources

We often hear about brand awareness:  Coke or Pepsi?  Ford or Chevy?  But did you ever stop to think that you 
are also a ‘brand’ and others may or may not be aware of who the real you is?  People are brands.  You are your 
own brand steward – you decide who you matter to and why.  You control how you’re perceived by those you 
know AND those you’ve yet to meet.  By becoming more aware of who you are and what makes you unique, 
you are able to project the image you want people to see and produce favorable results.  In this session, we’ll 
discuss how branding applies to individuals and how you can build your own personal, influential identity. 

706 – SOCIAL MEDIA 101 
 - Jade Govero, Strategic Communications Director, MSBA 

Still not sure what’s a hashtag? Are you wondering what Facebook is all about? Do you have social media 
questions but don't want to ask the kids? Social Media 101 is for those interested in learning the evolving 
history of popular social media sites, the new ways we communicate and how to join this digital conversation. 
Participates are encouraged to bring their mobile devices, ask questions and share their experience with how 
they use social media. 



801 - PSP – ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE PSP/CEOE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
-  Bonnie Miller, CEOE, PSP Chairman, Northeast Area Director 

Are you interested in learning more about the Professional Standards Program? Do you want acknowledgement for 
your commitment and dedication to the educational office profession?   Are you interested in joining the ranks to 
obtain a certification in the one and ONLY national certification program for educational office professionals?  If you 
said yes, then come learn how easy the application process is to complete.  During the session the NAEOP Professional 
Standards Program Chairman will provide an overview of the program and application process.  There are various 
certification levels, so join her to determine which one you qualify for.  As an educational office professional you have 
attended workshops, seminars and other professional development opportunities. Now it is YOUR turn to be recognized 
and join educational office professionals from around the nation by obtaining your Professional Standards Certification 
and discover how easy it is to become a “Certified Educational Office Employee.”  

802 – KEEPERS OF THE GATE:  OFFICE ADMINISTRATORS AND ACTIVE INTRUDER 
DEFENSE  

- Tier One Tactical 

The 4E Intruder Defense Program (Educate, Evade, Escape, Engage) is designed to be used whenever an active 
shooter/mass violence event occurs, wherever your location. We will teach you how to quickly and efficiently 
make life-preserving choices based on your particular situation. Whether you find yourself in a classroom, 
office, gymnasium, or cafeteria, you will have the education and training necessary to improve your chances of 
survival for you and your students.  The program will include a 50-minute multimedia presentation that 
provides historical and practical introduction to the Active Killer phenomena, historical errors and an 
introduction to the 4E Principles.   

803 – GOTOMEETING WEBINARS – USING BREAKOUT SESSIONS 
- Bob Mantlo, Director, Information Technology, MSBA 

This briefing will take an in-depth look at using a “GoToWebinar” as a workshop tool and how to create and 
use breakout sessions to keep your audience engaged. 

804 – THRIVING, NOT SURVIVING IN THE WORKPLACE 
- Gloria Tisdale, CEOE 

A large part of being successful is realizing what you can control and what you can’t. There will always be 
annoying bosses and pushy co-workers, and a never ending list of deadlines. The trick for thriving in any 
environment is learning to not take anything personally. You may not be able control what happens, but you can 
choose how to handle it.  This workshop will help you choose positive ways of handling stressful situations that 
may occur.   

805 –  PAPERLESS SOLUTIONS 
- Dawn Adams and Merritt Brooks, BoardDocs Trainers 

A solid understanding of techniques for creating effective paperless meeting agendas can help minimize the 
often substantial time and effort associated with producing meeting packets. During this comprehensive session 
featuring the BoardDocs eGovernance solution, you will learn all aspects of paperless agenda creation and 
meeting management, including such diverse topics as draft meeting development, meeting release, meeting 
duplication, agenda organization, packet development, collaborative publishing, and policy management. You 
will also learn practices and techniques for adding comments at meetings, recording motions, and displaying 
voting results in real time to help you more effectively manage your meetings. See how the use of paperless 
meetings can help you save time, save money, and make a difference.  

http://finance.youngmoney.com/on_the_job/320/


806 – THE 3 R’S OF CRISIS….READINESS, RESPONSE, RECOVERY 
- Dr. C. J. Huff, EdD, Washington Speakers Bureau, Retired Superintendent Joplin School District 

In this session, educational office professionals will learn about their critical role in dealing with crisis 
situations and how they can help their organizations prepare for the unthinkable. Participants will leave this 
session with an understanding of the crisis cycle and practical tips and lessons learned that can be applied 
before, during, and after crisis situations. 

807 - GOOGLE DOCS 
- Andy King and Bob Martin, MOREnet 

Google documents is a great tool that allows you to easily create, share, and edit documents online. It’s many 
features can transform your workflow.  Come experience how it is revolutionizing how school do business. 

901 – KEEPERS OF THE GATE:  OFFICE ADMINISTRATORS AND ACTIVE INTRUDER 
DEFENSE  

- Tier One Tactical 

The 4E Intruder Defense Program (Educate, Evade, Escape, Engage) is designed to be used whenever an active 
shooter/mass violence event occurs, wherever your location. We will teach you how to quickly and efficiently 
make life-preserving choices based on your particular situation. Whether you find yourself in a classroom, 
office, gymnasium, or cafeteria, you will have the education and training necessary to improve your chances of 
survival for you and your students.  The program will include a 50-minute multimedia presentation that 
provides historical and practical introduction to the Active Killer phenomena, historical errors and an 
introduction to the 4E Principles.   

902 – GOOGLE FORMS 
- Andy King and Bob Martin, MOREnet 

If you are tired of printing, organizing, storing, and even chasing paper just to collect the information you 
need to run the school, Google Forms is the tool for you.  If you're a Google Apps In Education school you 
already have the tools available.  Google forms can collect, store, backup, sort, and merge your data 
online...for free. Come and see how easy it is to build forms that many schools are using for walk-through 
evaluations, parent contact collection, maintenance requests, and many other uses. 

903 – PAPERLESS SOLUTIONS 
- Dawn Adams and Merritt Brooks, BoardDocs Trainers BoardDocs Trainer 

A solid understanding of techniques for creating effective paperless meeting agendas can help minimize the 
often substantial time and effort associated with producing meeting packets. During this comprehensive session 
featuring the BoardDocs eGovernance solution, you will learn all aspects of paperless agenda creation and 
meeting management, including such diverse topics as draft meeting development, meeting release, meeting 
duplication, agenda organization, packet development, collaborative publishing, and policy management. You 
will also learn practices and techniques for adding comments at meetings, recording motions, and displaying 
voting results in real time to help you more effectively manage your meetings. See how the use of paperless 
meetings can help you save time, save money, and make a difference.  



904 - PSP WORK SESSION 
- Bonnie Miller, CEOE, PSP Chairman, Northeast Area Director 

Participants are encouraged to bring their questions, draft applications and supporting documentation to this session.  This 
briefing is for members who are already working on any level of PSP certification or the recertification process for the 
first time.  It is going to be a “hands on” session and an opportunity to spread out your paperwork and dig into the 
process, answer questions and assist participants.  The PSP Chairman and Governing Board members will work “one on 
one” to provide guidance with the application process.   

905 - SMILE! THE EDUCATIONAL OFFICE PROFESSIONAL’S ROLE IN CREATING A 
POSITIVE WORKPLACE  

- Dr. C. J. Huff, EdD, Washington Speakers Bureau, Retired Superintendent Joplin School District 

In this session, educational office professionals will gain insight into their value in establishing and supporting a 
positive work environment. In addition to recent research on the topic of workplace climate, participants will be 
given an opportunity to share practical strategies to improve the quality of the office. 




